Identification of a novel RalGDS-related protein as a candidate effector for Ras and Rap1.
Although Ras and Rap1 share interaction with common candidate effector proteins, Rap1 lacks the transforming activity exhibited by Ras proteins. It has been speculated that Rap antagonizes Ras transformation through the formation of nonproductive complexes with critical Ras effector targets. To understand further the distinct biological functions of these two closely related proteins, we searched for Rap1b-binding proteins by yeast two-hybrid screening. We identified multiple clones that encode the COOH-terminal sequences of a protein that shares sequence identity with RalGDS and RGL, which we have designated RGL2. A 158-amino acid COOH-terminal fragment of RGL2 (RGL2 C-158) bound to Ras superfamily proteins which shared identical effector domain sequences with Rap1 (Ha-Ras, R-Ras, and TC21). RGL2 C-158 binding was impaired by effector domain mutations in Rap1b and Ha-Ras. Furthermore, RGL2 C-158 bound exclusively to the GTP-, but not the GDP-bound form of Ha-Ras. Finally, coexpression of RGL2 C-158 impaired oncogenic Ras activation of transcription from a Ras-responsive promoter element and focus-forming activity in NIH 3T3 cells. We conclude that RGL2 may be an effector for Ras and/or Rap proteins.